Abstract
This research explores the use of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in the design of smart sensors and various other portable telecommunication devices. Literature reveals that genetic algorithms play an increasingly important role in the computing FFT for the design and implementation of the foresaid devices. In this paper, a multi-objective genetic algorithm for computing Fast Fourier Transform for evolving smart sensor devices has been designed and simulated in software in a field programmable gateway array using Altera Quartus II 13.0. Programmable logic units, (Luts-representing genes in a chromosome) were designed using schematic/block diagrams and hardware description language and they were encoded into chromosomes and then optimized using field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) to achieve desired goals of portability and low energy consumption. The performance of our design was evaluated using Altera Quartus II Powerplay power analyser tool in terms of core static thermal power dissipation, core dynamic thermal power dissipation and input and output thermal power dissipation. The model was also evaluated in terms of functional correctness and portability. The results show significant improvements in all performance measures.
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1. Introduction
An ad hoc wireless sensor network consist of a number of distributed micro electro mechanical devices (sensor nodes) deployed in some geographical region and they are capable of reorganizing themselves within the network. Each sensor node has wireless communication capabilities, usually in the form of radio signals and some level of intelligence for signal processing and networking data [1].

One of the most important constraints on sensor nodes is low power consumption requirement. Sensor nodes carry limited, generally irreplaceable power sources. Therefore, while traditional networks aim to achieve high quality of services (QoS) provisions, sensor network protocols must focus primarily on power conservation. They must have inbuilt trade-off mechanisms that give the end user the option of prolonging network lifetime at the cost of low power throughput or high transmission delay [2].

A sensor network design is influenced by many factors, which include fault tolerance, scalability, production costs, operating environment, sensor network topology, hardware constraints, transmission media and power consumption [3]. These factors have been addressed by many researchers, but to my knowledge most of the researches have tended to concentrate on energy conservation in routing protocols, while this research looks achieving energy conservation through sensor collaboration and distributed processing. While less information is lost when communication is at a lower level (eg raw signals) being sent from source to the destination node (sink), this usually results in more bandwidth requirements and a lot of data redundancy, as duplicate information is sent. Thus, depending on the phenomenon under observation, the measurements collected by sensor nodes may need to be subjected to proper processing which might be performed either in a distributed manner by nodes, or centrally where information is collected [4].

Distributed processing, or collaborative signal and information processing where nodes in an ad hoc wireless sensor network collaborate to collect data and process it into useful information is a relatively new area of research. Processing data from more
Genetic algorithms are search procedure modeled on the Mechanism of Natural selection and evolution. They use the techniques found in nature such as reproduction, gene crossover and mutation to find optimal solutions to many real-world problems. Genetic algorithms may be used to select the best signal measuring a phenomenon of interest so that only fewer signals are eventually transmitted from source to sink [6].

The concept of optimization, finding the extrema of a function that maps candidate ‘solutions’ to a scalar value of ‘quality’ is extremely general and useful concept that can be applied to innumerable problems in commerce, industry, and science. However, the majority of ‘real’ optimization problems, whatever their origin, comprise of more than one objective [7]. Multi-objective optimization takes seriously the fact that in most problems the different components that describe the quality of the solution cannot be lumped together into one representative overall measure, at least not easily and not before understanding of the possible ‘tradeoff’ available has been established [7].

The power of genetic algorithms comes from the fact that the algorithms converges to an optimal solution. Using Genetic algorithms, unlike other methods, it is possible to maintain infeasible and/or suboptimal solutions during the search process, which may be close to the global optimum while there are many local optima far away from the global optimum. They are resilient to being trapped in local optima [8]. A further advantage of genetic algorithms is that they require no knowledge gradient information about the search space. Discontinuities in the response surface have little effect on the overall optimization performance. They perform very well for large-scale optimization problems. Further advantages are: Conceptual simplicity, Potential to use knowledge and hybridization, Parallelism, robust to dynamic changes, Capability for self-optimization and the ability to solve problems without known solutions [9].

2. Genetic algorithms and FFT computing

Energy efficient digital signal processors (DSP’s) are becoming increasingly important with the growth of portable, wireless, battery-operated appliances such as wireless sensor networks, cellular phones, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and laptops [5].

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and its given by

\[ X(k) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x(n) e^{-j2\pi kn/N}, \]

(1)

2.1 Simulating Evolution

2.2 Genetic Operator

Signal encoding, representing the information to be optimized searched is the most important step. In binary coding, which is the most popular approach, this entails representing a typical solution to be optimized in a binary string, referred to as a chromosome. Each chromosome has an associated objective function values called fitness function.

2.3 Fast Fourier Computing

Energy efficient digital signal processors (DSP’s) are becoming increasingly important with the growth of portable, wireless, battery-operated appliances such as wireless sensor networks, cellular phones, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and laptops.
where \( n = 0, 1, \ldots, N-1 \).

The formula that allows us to recover the sequences of \( x(n) \) from the frequency samples is called the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) and it’s given by:

\[
x(n) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} X(k) e^{i2\pi kn/N}
\]

where \( n = 0, 1, \ldots, N-1 \).

The importance of the DFT and IDFT in such practical applications is due to a large extent on the existence of computationally efficient algorithms, known collectively as Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) algorithms for computing DFT and IDFT.

The computation of Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFT) is a significant component in many digital signal processing systems. Application of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) is increasingly gaining ground due to its ability to reduce the number of computations when computing discrete Fourier transforms. The wide spread use of FFT has led to a variety of implementations including custom FFT processors, digital signal processors, general purpose software and programmable hardware [12]. With the advent of Silicon on Chip (SoC) technology, DSP algorithms such as FFT are increasingly becoming popular and are used in processor cores which are embedded within the Soc Platform. The increase in demand of high performance, low power applications like multicarrier systems, has lead to an increase in demand for FFT/IFFT cores, which provide high throughput while minimizing power consumption. It has been shown that the main source of power consumption in a typical CMOS circuit is due to switching power, \( P_{sw} \), by:

\[
P_{sw} = \frac{1}{2} C_{\text{load}} V_{dd}^2 f k
\]

where \( V_{dd} \) is the supply voltage, \( f \) is the clock frequency, \( C_{\text{load}} \) is load capacitance of the gate and \( k \) is switching activity factor, which is defined as the number of times the gate makes an active transition in a clock cycle [13].

Genetic algorithms play an important role in the design implementation of discrete time signal processing algorithms and systems. In [14], a genetic algorithm optimization for coefficient of FFT processor is reported. In [15], a multi-objective genetic algorithm for on-line adaptation a multi-carrier code deviation multiple access (MC–CDMA) receiver is presented. The approach uses a genetic algorithm to adapt the receiver, while dynamically optimizing the Fast Fourier Transform section of the receiver for both error value and power consumption. Figure 1 bellows shows the block diagram of the Multi-Carrier based Telephone Receiver. It consists of an FFT block that is used to demodulate the orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) and a combiner block which equalizes signals and separates the coded users. The FFT processor is the most power consuming block, and its power consumption depends on the word length of data and the FFT coefficients. In [16], a Multi-Objective Algorithm is used to find the optimal word length for input data and Fast Fourier Transforms coefficients while satisfying functionality constraints. The limitation of this approach is that the fitness function is based on one objective function derived from some error term.

3. Genetic algorithms in computing FFT for Smart Sensors

In [18], the idea of a Distributed digital signal Processor (DDSP) is considered, where a network is composed of multiple sensor nodes, each of which corresponds to a processor. The idea of divide- and-conquer approach is then applied, in which a DFT of size N, where is a composite number is reduced to the

Figure 1: Block diagram for multi-carrier code deviation multiple access telecommunications receiver

Processors with larger word length will provide better performance in terms of accuracy. The accuracy of FFT processor is represented by Signal to Noise ratio (SNR), and a processor design with higher SNR value is desirable. On the other hand a high word length in FFT design will contribute to higher switching activities (SA). To resolve this problem, in [17] a single objective and a multi objective Genetic algorithm Approach is proposed to search for better SNR and SA value of the FFT processor.

3. Genetic algorithms in computing FFT for Smart Sensors

In [18], the idea of a Distributed digital signal Processor (DDSP) is considered, where a network is composed of multiple sensor nodes, each of which corresponds to a processor. The idea of divide- and-conquer approach is then applied, in which a DFT of size N, where is a composite number is reduced to the
computation of smaller DFTs from which the larger DFT is computed.

In [19], an Energy efficient algorithm for computing 1-D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) over single and multi-hop wireless sensor network is proposed. The proposed algorithms reportedly reduces the number of transmissions, eliminates typical redundant computations in a distributed FFT algorithm and uniformly maps complex multiplications over all sensor nodes by introducing an extra bit – complement permutation stage after \((\log_2 N)/2\) iterations.

**Figure 2: load balanced sensor network.**

Figure 2 above shows two sensors in a traditional load balanced network.

An assumption is made that every sensor has a complex weight, \(w\), required for the FFT for local computation. Between two consecutive stages, two sensors \(p_1\) and \(p_2\) have partial results, \(X_1\) and \(X_2\) available from the previous stage and they process information as shown in the diagram. The computations are as follows:

a) Sensor \(p_1\) sends a copy \(X_1\) to \(p_2\)

b) Sensor \(p_1\) computes \(X_1 + w^*X_2\)

c) Sensor \(p_2\) computes \(X_2 = X_1 - w^*X_2\)

It has been observed that at every stage each sensor is involved in transmitting and receiving one packet over the radio channel, and a complex multiplication and one addition and multiplication. Note that this leads to a load balanced distribution of work, but with redundancy of computation \(w^*X_2\) which is performed twice.

**Figure 3: Two Sensors without redundancy.**

In this approach, \(p_1\) and \(p_2\) are computed as follows:

a) \(p_2\) computes \(w^*X_2\)

b) \(p_1\) sends a copy of \(X_1\) to \(p_2\)

c) \(p_2\) sends a copy of \(w^*X_2\) to \(p_1\)

d) \(p_1\) computes \(X_1 = X_1 + w^*X_2\)

e) \(p_2\) computes \(X_2 = X_1 - w^*X_2\)

In the above scenario, we have transmission of two packets and both sensors are involved in addition/subtraction but only one sensor is involved in complex multiplication. This approach removes the redundancy of complex multiplications compared to the conventional load balanced algorithms. The limitation of this approach is its lack of load balancing; hence some sensors will deplete their energy before others.

The load balancing problem is resolved by proposing an algorithm in which sensors are labeled \(p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\). Computation of data done as in one stage of the unbalanced algorithm, with even labeled sensors computing the complex multiplication and the odd labeled sensors using the results passed to them. In
the next stage, the roles are interchanged and the odd labeled sensors compute the complex multiplication while the even labeled use transmitted results of the computation. The approach helps to achieve both load balancing and reducing redundancy of complex multiplication [21]. The limitation of this approach is the cost associated with switching as roles are interchanged at the end of each stage. This may lead to larger memory requirements.

4. Low Power FFT Architecture

The evolution in semiconductor technology and the advent of SoC(System-on-Chip), has enabled prototyping of FFT algorithms as parameterizable cores which can be embedded within a SoC platform. The FFT processor can be classified into three main types: Pipelined FFT, Column FFT, and Fully parallel FFT. In applications that required high throughput and low power consumption, the Pipelined FFT processor is the preferred core. However, in real-time applications, where data is a sequential stream, the Pipelined architecture does not match the requirements of the FFT algorithms, as it requires temporal re-ordering of data [22]. There is therefore need for a commutator, which is used to reorder the input data. One of the commonly used pipelined architectures is the Radix-4 Single path Delay commutator (R4SDC). This architecture is widely used due to its high utilization of multipliers, butterfly elements and memory blocks. While dedicated hardware can provide the highest processing performance, it suffers the drawback of lack of flexibility to changing processing requirements. While alternative systems based on software are flexible, they often suffer from insufficient processing capability.

Evolvable hardware is a new concept where the structure of hardware is designed to adapt to changes in task requirements or changes in the environment through its ability to reconfigure its own hardware structure online autonomously. In [23], a combination of genetic algorithms and software reconfigurable devices are reportedly used to design virtual reconfigurable hardware. The structure of reconfigurable devices is determined by downloading bit strings called architecture bits. The main drawback of this approach is its reliance on downloading and uploading of bit streams online [24]. My proposed approach is a hybrid of the Radix-4 Single path Delay commutator (R4SDC) and Virtual Reconfigurable circuits implemented in Field programmable gateway arrays [24][25].

5. Multi-objective Genetic algorithms Design and Synthesis.

The multi-objective genetic algorithm we implement starts with a pool of chromosomes which might represent either feasible or non-feasible solutions to our optimization problem. In this implementation we started with feasible chromosomes and then moved towards optimality. Each chromosome is made up of several genes that define the chromosome length. Figure 4 bellow shows a typical chromosome and its constituent genes.

![Chromosome with several genes](image)

Figure 4: Chromosome with several genes (programmable logic units).

Each gene represents a programmable processing unit, generally referred to as a logic unit, which can be a multiplexer, or a combination of a number of primitive logic units that are connected together to perform a specific function.

![Sample programmable logic unit](image)

Figure 5: Sample programmable logic unit (Lut).

The Lut structures were incrementally built using Verilog VHDL and Quartus Schema/block diagrams interchangeably. The built-up of the Lut structures involved Compilation, Analysis and synthesis stages to verify the function correctness of the components. Figure 6 bellow shows compilation results for a sample Lut.
The Lut compilation above was performed using Quartus II 64-Bit version, device EP2C5T44C6. The compilation shows that there was no need for embedded multiplier elements, no need for dedicated registers and no need for virtual pins to process the Lut function. Only less than one percent of total logic elements were utilized using 3 pins. This compilation shows that the Lut structure under consideration is not resource wasteful and hence its inclusion within a reconfigurable circuit would energy conservative.

The gene codes represent the configuration of each logic unit. The processes of mutation (bit-inversion) are used to change gene codes, which results in reconfiguration of a logic unit such that the Lut behaves differently. This is achieved through opening and closing of circuits in practice. The process of mutation is used to crossover two parent chromosomes and generation a child which represents a new solution to the problem. The processes of mutation are carried out until the number of child chromosomes reaches a specified number, upon which the process is stop and selection takes place.

The algorithm we applied is outlined below:

1. Randomly select \( n \) chromosomes of Length \( N \) and fit them onto the FPGA.
2. Use the FPGA to compute the FFT equation \( 1 \), with \( N=16 \) and \( k = 0,1,2,\ldots,15 \).
3. Evaluate fitness function

\[
\text{minimise } f_n = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \mu V_{di}^2 + \rho S + \beta L
\]

Where \( \mu \), \( \beta \), and \( \rho \) are constants denoting relative importance of the respective variables.

\( V_{di} \) is voltage term relating to power consumption, \( S \) is slice space on FPGA relating to portability measure and \( L \) is the number of logical units used.

4. Perform crossover with random probability \( p \).
5. Select new population of chromosomes and repeat steps 2 to 4.
6. Perform mutation with small probability \( \varepsilon \).

6. Simulation Results

The power dissipation of FFT algorithm was determined using PowerPlay Analyser tool available in Quartus II synthesis tool. These tools perform power analysis on data obtained after synthesis using VCD file containing signal activities of FFT core. The functionality of individual components was verified by running test benches in ModelSim (Simulation tool for MentorGraphics Inc). The FFT processor algorithm as a complete system was functionally verified using system level test bench tools in Modelsim.

Figure 7 bellow show Powerplay Power analysis summary results for sample FPGA. The Powerplay Power Analysis tool enables us to estimate the power of a device accurately. Electrical energy supplied by external power sources is needed for proper externally and internally operation of FPGA devices. Designers need to understand the total power required from these supplies when implementing power supply solutions. Moreover, designers need to consider how much of that total power is actually dissipated within the device(referred to as “thermal power” or “dissipated power”) compared to the proportion of power that is dissipated outside the device, such as external output capacitive loads and balanced resistor termination networks.

Thermal power is the power that dissipates as heat from the FPGA. For a good device, this energy must be sufficiently lower to allow a cooling solution for the device. The total power consumed by a device is comprised of standby power, dynamic power and I/O power components. Standby power is from current in the device in standby mode. Core dynamic power is from internal switching within the device (changing and discharging capacitance on internal nodes). I/O power is from external switching (charging and discharging circuits) and bus capacitance.
discharging external load capacitance connected to device pins), I/O drivers and external termination network [26].

The results of figure 7 show Total Thermal Power Dissipation of 29.32mW, Core Static Thermal Power Dissipation of 18mW, Input/output Thermal Power Dissipation of 11.32mW and zero Core Dynamic Thermal Power Dissipation.

An analysis of Total Thermal Power consumption with population evolution was carried out for our integrated reconfigurable circuit device. The results in figure 8 Show that the Total Thermal Power consumption generally decreased as the circuit evolved. This demonstrates the ability of our genetic algorithm to improving the performance of the circuit design under consideration.

Figure 9 shows an analysis of number of programmable logic units with population evolution for the integrated circuit design. The results show that our algorithms managed to significantly reduce the number of logic units require to perform the task at hand. The reduced number of logic units in turn leads to reduced energy consumption as reported above. Furthermore, this reduction in number of logic units in turn leads to reduced number of FPGA slices as indicated in figure 10. This reduction in FPGA is interpreted as a good measured of the portability of the physical device when implemented in hardware.

Figure 7: Sample Powerplay analysis summary for simple programmable logic units

Figure 8: Thermal power consumption against population generation

Figure 9: Number of programmable logic units with population generation
7. Conclusion.

In this paper, we present a Multi-objective Genetic algorithm for evolving smart Sensor devices using Field Programmable gate arrays. The Multi-objective genetic algorithm presented was used to evolve reconfigurable circuit designs in FPGA. Experimental results reveal that our genetic algorithms improved the design of the desired reconfigurable circuits in terms of energy consumption and device portability in a few generations.
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